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Local JayCees iEichmann
Win Awards At
State lumina

County Ready for
Primary Election
Here Tomorrow

Suffers
Two Heart Attacks

JERUSALEM UPS — Adolf Eichmann suffered two heart attacks
before his trial opened six weeks
ago, an Israeli government spokesman announced today.
The spokesman said they were
attacks of "extra systolia" or functional arythmia" which manifested themselves in an irregular
pulse caused by nervous tension.
The -spokesman said this condition ciUses an irregular heart
beat but is quite different from
coronary thrombosis or other major heart ailments.

Freedom Riders Set Off Mob
Violence In Montgomery

By DONALD MARTIN
sorts of civilian garb with yellow
silted
International
armbands as their only badge of
MONTGOMERY. Ala. JIM - All
office. "If you're white, get with
The Kentucky Junior Chamber
1,500 Negroes who spent the night
us," some shouted at the U.S. 04,..
of Commerce held its state conhuddled in a church in fear of
ficers.
Sent.on in Louisville over the
mob violence were escorted home
While I was telephoning in a
weekend. Attending from Murray
in the dawn hours today but armstory of the riot, somebody hurled
were President Bill Pogue of the
ed federal marshals continued to
a rock through the glass side
heavy turnout of voters is
local chamber, National Director
Hilton seeks the Democratic
patrol the streets of this fortner
the telephone booth. I was also
expected tomorrow in Calloway nomination for senator in
Harold Beaman. past local presicapital of the confederacy.
the
hit in the back with a soft drink
County with the rains over the 32nd District, composed of Carter:
dent Z. C. Enix, and L. W. Smith,
Alabama Gov, John Patterson bottle. It caused only a
weekend expected to boost the Elliott, Greenup and Lewis
small,
Dr. J. D. Outland, Jim Irby, and
counproclaimed limited martial 1 a w bruise. But,most of Us outside
number of voters even higher. ties..His opponent is former
ttle
Don Gilbert,
state
and
bayonet
carrying,
steel-helchurch
caught a lot of tear
With dry ground and sunny wea- Highway Commissioner Bert KisDan Stewart of Pineville, KenNational
meted
state
Guard
troops
Loses
Weight
much we had difficulty seeiltagsther many farmers might not have er, Olive Hill, who can expect
aZ
tucky was elected State Presimoved in to help disperse the speaking.
had the opportunity to leave their support from the party faction
dent for the coming year. Other
Eichmann was reported to have screaming crowd gathered in front
wrk which is behind schedule. aligned with former Gov.
Guard Interstate Passenger!
officers named were Internal Vice- lost about 10 pounds in
A. B.
weight of the downtown Negro church.
Officials of the guard, local pui.
Four years ago the voters in Chandler.
president Bill Howard, Louisville; since the trial began
April
11,
but
New violence exploded when 18 lice and the U.S. Department of
the primary reached a total of
External Vice-president Jim Wat- otherwise not to have shown
The issue is fairly clear cut beany freedom riders, whose attempt to Justice refused
8845 when all county offices were tween the Combs and Chandler
to comment on
son. Paducah; National Directors physical ill effects.
integrate bus facilities touched off next moves in the tense city. Du,.
being sought by a large number factions in the races in the
Tom Baer, Louisville. Andy Brown,
8th
He
is
examined
daily by an Is- the disorders, turned out to hear ing the night it appeared normal
of candidates.
Headerson, Don Peeler of Madiand 20th senatorial districts also.
raeli police doctor.
The general election last fall
a speech by integration leader except at the church itself and st
TM NOT GOING TO DIE'- But he did. A patrolman tries to
sonville; and Dick Thompson of
In the district composed of DaThe
mass
murder trial com- Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
brought out 8311 voters. In the viess, Hancock and McLean
comfort Richard Valk, 50, delivery truck driver who was
the bus station, scene of SaturFulton.
counpletes
its sixth week Tuesday and
;lection last fall voters cast their ties, the administration supports
shot by a thief who was rifling his truck in New York. Lying
day's riot where U.S. marshals still
Among the awards presented many
proclaime
King
all-out
d
an
atIsraeli officiaLs are quesballots for a president, a senator, Reid, who resigned from the
there on the pavement, Valk gasps, "I'm all right. I'm not
stood guard to protect interstate
tile local clubs were those for
state
tioning whether the long drawn- tack on Alabama segregation. Pat- passenger
and the local hospital bond issue. Board of Education, to make
going to die." A few minutes later he was dead.
s.
scrap books. This year the Murray
terson
today
shot
back
that
he
the
out tale of horror might not be
A record vote is expected to- rare. His opponents include ChandSunday night's riot erupted
Club entered four scrap books in
.
aftwould strongly suggest that "the
a psychological mistake.
arrow since such a large num-.. ler-backed former Owensbor
er the Freedom Riders arrived to
different classes, of the four books
o MaIsraeli officials. from Premier marshals ''that brought King in
Ilrer of candidates are seeking of- yor Casper Gardner and
attend the rally which the Rev.
entered, the Murray Jayfees won
Ney EdFour Russians Died
David Ben-Gurion downwards, are ... take him back out." He chargfice See rnty one candidates are win Jones, also of Owensbor
three wards, a third place for its
ed King with making an inflam- Dr. King was addressing. A crowd
o.
worried
the
trial
may
have
misslisted with the number running
In Space Is Report
Christmas project, a second place
of whites gathered in a parK
Petrick has the Combs blessing
ed the hoped-for impact abroad. matory speech.
for magistrate swelling the list in the four-county district that
for the boat and motor project,
across the street. One group of
inThey
are
Use
100
frankly
Marshals
disappoin
ted
that,
of candidates to a large extent.
and a Lrst place for the Murrayyouths overturned a US. marcludes the state capital. The Chanaside from newspapers in some
Tear gas and fire hoses were
dler group is supporting LawrenceCHICAGO VD - Three Soviet Calkway County Fair.
United States and West German needed to beat off the any mob shal's car and set it on fire and the
By JAMES RENNE1SEN
by 1••11.141 rms. Inlermttlawal
The scrapbook containing the cities,
riot had begun.
burg.meat packer Marvin Edwards
LOUISVILLE, Ky 'UPS - Mrs. cosmonauts either burned up in
the world press generally of about 200 whites who cops-criMurray-Calloway County Fair proThe contingent of marshal* Was
against Patrick.
United Press International
has lost interest in the marathon ed on the church. It took 106 U.S.
Fanny Cole Sample, a prima don- their capsules or were horribly
ject will now be sent to the naheaded by former All-American
Local races that are attracting na with
crippled
by
trial
space
and
flight
is
months
Philadelp
devoting
the
hia
relativell marshalls and more than that num- football star
and CinFRANKFCUIT,. Ky. tIll - The ateere.;'- e attention have develeped
tional convention in June to be
Byron (Whizzer)
little space to it.
ch...1mi opera companies in the before Yuri Gagarin's success!ul
/4~040y. police and 4 MitioAaLi ruts, deputy U.& adorsey
tturthouse races in the primary in Jefferson and Franklin
judged with other scrapbooks
gencoun- 1920's, died Sunday
orbit,
a
missile
engineer
and
stunight at a
Guard contingent to hold isarsitt
hiesday were stirring up more in- ties.
eral'in the Kenffedy-aerftttffistraToo Much Horror
dent of Russian space technology that class. This year's „national
Louisville hospital. She was 72.
rock
-hurling
swinging
Wrest in most sections of the state
mob,
club
conventio
hon.
n
will
be held in Atlanta,
In the metropolitan area, a threehas said.
In Israel they fear that an un- mob.
today than the legislative races. way contest for the
Georgia.
Democratic
Robert G. Brown, chairman of
Part) voters will select their nomination for mayor
Next
The freedom riders were due to
year's state meeting will diluted diet of horror for weeks
of LouisTAYLORSVILLE, Ky. in — the National Telemeter
may have psychological repercus- surrender later in the day to counnominees for state senator, state ville threatens
ing Confer- be at Owensboro, Kentucky.
the solidarity of
Nevil Le• Goebel, 51, who for 25 ence, said a fourth
sions on a population where one ty authorities on warrants chargrepresentative, county judge, sherSoviet cosmoyears was agricultural agent for naut -probably"
person in four lost family mem- ing violation of a court injunc(Continued on Page 6)
iff, county clerk, coroner, jailer,
went into orbit
Spencer
County,
died Sunday at about four days before Gagarin, Elvis Broach Dies
bers in the Nazi holocaust of the tion. The injunction was obtained w
magistrate, constable and some
his home here. He was a director but "there seems
Jews.
to be some dis- In
municipal offices.
while the students were at BirOrlando, Florida
of the Bank of Taylorsville and pute as to whether there
The polls will open at 6 a. m. Ladies From
The state-operated Israeli Radio mingham to prevent them from
was a
Paris
president
of the Taylorsville Ro- space shot at that time."
Kol Israel Voice of Israel still continuing their freedom ride.
local standard time and will close
Elvis Broach of Orlando, Flortary Club.
To Be Entertained
gives a long nightly roundup on
at 5 p m
“Gagarin's flight represents the ida, died Saturday
It appeared likely that the stumorning at a the trial - with
The only real interest in legis- Here
fifth Russian into space," Brown hospital there
lengthy excerpts dents would have an armed escort
On Wednesday
following an ex- from the testimony
FRANKFORT, Ky. 13PD - Gov. told a news conference
.ritive races is being generated in
.
Sunday be- tended illness. Mr. Broach
during their trip to the county
is a
Bert T Combs has designated May fore opening the three-day
Both parents and schoolteachers jail, where they were expected
senate districts where Gov Bert
con- former resident of this county.
to
Visitors from the Paris Country 30 and 31 as "See the Light-Sl
are
T. Combs is makini a concerted
complaining that the horor give themselves up.
ow ference of five major technical
DETROIT (UPS - The ProsecuMrs. Bernard Bell and Mrs. stories
Club will be entertained at the Down and Live Days,"
effort to aid "friendly" candidates
broadcast early in the evin Ken- societies.
Marshalls patrolled downtown tion is expected to wnd up its
Luther Nance both of Murray are
Calloway Country Club on Wed- tucky as part of a
ening when most children still streets today, ready
who are facing stiff opposition.
campaign to
to break up case in the Lassiter murder trial
The groups are the American nieces of Mr. Broach. Funeral
are listening may be having too any crowds that
Administration friends with pri- nesday beginning at 9:00 a. m. hold down traffic fatalities in the
might gather. The sometime this week and Judge
Rocket Society, American Insti- services were held in Orlando.
for golf and a luncheon.
state during the Memorial Day
severe a shock impact.
mary trouble include: Senate Mafederal officers set up a "control Joseph G. Rashid even has hopes
tute of Electrical Engineers, InPlayers who have not signed up period.
jority Leader James C. Ware,
center" atop the post office build- that the case may go to the jury
stitute of the Aerospace Sciences,
are welcome and will be grouped
South Fort Mitchell; former state
ing and all federal efforts were before the week is out.
the Institute of Radio Engineers
on the tee. A barbeque plate is
WINCHESTER, Ky. ITS —
Rep_ E. R., Hilton, Raceland; AnThe trial has speeded up conbeing coordinated from there.
and the Instrument Society of
being
prepared
513c
at
a
member.
derson County Attorney Walter PaRichard Marrs. 15, was shot and
siderably since last Wednesday,
America.
Reports' To President
The
line-tip
Wednesda
for
y
play
lick, Lawrenceburg; and former
wounded in the side with a .22
The attorney general in Wash- now that there is only one deBrown said United States space
is as follows:
state Rep Robert Reid Sr_, Owenscaliber rifle Sunday while he science
ington
telephoned President Ken- fendant the prosecution has to
lags
Elizabeth
Slusmeygr
behind
the
..-Mira
S.
U.
S.
R.
Alexboro.
was alone in his home here. in booster
nedy at 7 a.m. EST to give him convict and only one defense counrockets, is even with
ander. Venela Sexton, Christine
Ware is opposed by Joseph L.
Sheriff Dorsey Curtis said de- the Soviet's
a complete report on the nighTs sel to cross-examine witnesses.
in Brown's field ni
Summe, Covington, a brother of L:mbach of Paris.
tails had not yet been I
Gordon Watson is charged with
d.
developme
space
guidance
nts. Justice Department
Sue
systems
Costello.
and
Eleanor
has
Diuguid, The boy was
state Rep. Charles Summe, who
plotting the murder of linyal Oak
reported in satis• outdistanced the Soviets in
emergenc
officials
held
an
meetAlice
y
Purdom,
the
Lucy Reynolds of
was among the handful of legislafactory condition.
caliber of space vehicle instruing on the situation early today, auto dealer Parvin LassiteF; who
All the evidence so far accumu- earlier
tors who voted against the sales Paris.
a bass or erappie might but
ments.
lated by fisheries biologists seems reach
were non-commlfCaT on any was slain on a lonely road near
Betty
Lowry, Rebecca Irvin,
tax in the 1960 General Assembly.
catchable size in two years
Willow Run Airport in April 1959.
Ile said he was "52 per cent to indicate that fishing is helped in a
possible new government steps.
14-uniphreys of Paris.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. MPS -Byron
new lake, it might take four
The first four weeks of the trial
Sunday night's attack on the
Ruth Wilson, Shirley Seals, Lou- Cook, Louisville attorney, Sunday sure:' Gagarin orbited the earth by an occasional severe drawdown years with crowded
conditions in freedom riders
ise Humphreys of Paris.
was the second Lassiter's widow. Nelle, was Watwas elected commander of the successfully as announced last of large storage reservoirs such older reservoirs, at which
time since the students arrived here son's co-defendant, but she was
Frances Parker, Juliet Wallis, American Legion's Kentucky Fifth month. B
said there were as TVA's, Charles J Chance, Chief many of
them die so that the
three reasons to believe of TVA's Fish and Game Branch, large
Saturday morning. They were met found mentally incompetent to asJenie Goldstein of Paris. Martha District, which includes Jefferson at lea
populations of big game fish
sist in her own defense and was
Sue Ryan.
County and the post at Bedford, Gaga in was not the first human said today.
desired by fishermen no longer at the bus station by a screaming committed to Ionia St2le Hospital.
Long suspected by the biologists, develop.
mob that mercilessly beat several
Chris Graham. Marge Kipp. Fran- Ky. He is a veteran of World War in pace
The trial of Watson continued.
-The Russians, Brown said, this belief was confirmed through
ces Miller, Onida Wall of Paris.
of them.
I.
The trial-minus its star attrac"One answer to this situation
''do not lack the technology to extensive fish sampling, estimates
Mary Moore Lassiter, Ella Mae
Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy
orbit a man and return him. As of populations, and tagging on IS the thinning out and removal immediately ordered 400 federal tion. the beautiful blonde Mrs.
Quertermous, Betty and Sally Carearly as May 1960. Russia launch- Douglas reservoir this spring, he of large numbers by increasing marshals here. But they were un- Lassiter-went into its fifth week
penter of Paris.
Pre-School Clinic
today and the fifth week of conthe sports harvest and commercial
ed a booster and a capsule big said.
Reba Kirk, Trixie Holcomb, Louable to cope alone with Sunday
finement for the 13 members of
enough to carry a man."
"The crappie population in Doug- fishing for the rough species. night's resurgence of rioting.
ise Nelson and Bobby Neese of Planned For Faxon
--the Judy.
--The Soviet "always seem to las Lake has been building to a However, neither method is too
Luther E. Adams. age 88, died Paris.
There were also reports that
Fourteen were originally select'go for broke' on their space at- peak since the extreme low water efficient and now-here near ef- federal troops might be ordered
Sunday night at 10:15 o'clock at
Sina Richardson. Frances Mised from a panel of 95, but one
fective enough. Sports fishermen
Doctor A. D Butterworth, Health tempts. It has been their history levels in the winter of
es home on Farmington route one. chke, Julia Williams and Kitty
intervene
to
in case of further became
1956-57," rarely harvest
ill during the trial and
more than 20 per- violence.
Officer. Calloway County Health to emphasize speed and sensation- he said. "Growth since
Survivors are: his wife, Mrs. Elliott of Paris.
that time
was excused. One more will be
Department will conduct a pre- alism in their programs."
has been above average. The sur- cent of the annual production of
Lora Adams. four daughters: Mrs.
Sunday n?ght's battle lasted
school clinic Thursday 'May 25 at
-"The technical status of the vey in Douglas this year revealed bas.s, sauger, and walleye; 10 per- barely an hour but National excused when the case U concludLaura Laws, Mayfield; Mrs. Beued and 12 will retire to judge the
cent of the crappie. Rough fish
the Health Center at 9 00 a. rn , Mercury program Was relatively good populations of catchahle
lah Hughes of Murray, Mrs. Aden
Guardsmen held most of about
size are generally
evidence.
for all children whose last names common knowledge, and the Rus- bass, crappie, and sauger
more prolific than 1.500
Crouch of Farmington route two,
One and game
Negro participants in the
species; :and most of the
begins with A through K that will sians geared their accelerated
and Mrs. Perkins McNeely of Farpro- one-half to three-pound bass. are
anti-segregation rally inside the
commercial netting done is not yet
attend Faxon Elementary School grams to beating Mercury."
particularly
numerous
mington route one, three sons:
as
old brick church until early this Rev. W. L. Drake
are
sufficient
this
hold
to
fall.
back
their
numpound
-size crappie.
Curry Adams, Farmington route
morning in protective custody.
WeNed Prim Imber•witillesed
Dies Sunday Night
The other children whose names
"Periodic drawndown is stand- bers_ Experiments have shown that
one; Boone Adams, Mayfield; and or
Troops Provide Escort
an
begin with L through Z will be
annual
harvest
FIVE
of
DAY
40
to
FORECA
50
perST
ard practice on ponds and small
Bob Adams, Farmington route
before
Shortly
dawn,
troops
beRev. W. L. Drake of Ripley,
Western Kentuck
Mostly checked later, however if it is
lakes, and even though the biolo- cent would tend to keep fish pop- gan escorting them home in small
C; two sisters, Mrs. Onie Tabers
cloudy today with showers spread- more convenient for any one in
gists know that large multipur- ulations building up and growth groups. The guardsmen marched Tennessee died Sunday night in
Miss Lucie Adams both of
By
United
Press Internatioruit
rates declining, a drastic draw'
this group to come at the May
Ripley. Funeral services will be
Mayfield, and one brother, Lon ing across extreme southern por.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. alPI - The pose reservoirs are something down of water levels will accom. with fixed bayonets a n d with held at the Methodist church there
25 clinic, they may do so.
quite
different,
they
are
beginning
Adams of Murray, 19 grandchil- Cons tonight, ending southwest
rifles
at
ready.
the
Mobile patrols Tuesday afternoon at 3:00
extended Kentucky weather foreo'clock.
to believe that here, too, a sharp plish a thinning of these popula- also.were
dren, 40 great grandchildren, and Tuesday and clearing. Little coolout. No incidents were
cast for the five day period Tuestions in several ways.- A
A retired Methodist minister,
er today, little change in temperathe
drawdown
every
5
or
6
one great-great-grandson.
years
reported.
day through Saturday:
fish
are
concentra
Res-.
ted
in
Drake
ture Tuesday. High today low 70s, Speaking Tonight
a
had
smaller
preached at the
Mr. Adams was a member of
The church was completely ev- local churches
Temperatures for the- five day might be beneficial.
low tonight near 50.in Murray and was
"The reasons behind this think- area, where the small and weak acuated by daybreak
t h e Harmony Primitive Baptist
At Douglass High
period
will
Even
.
the
average
from
three
ones
to
are
subject
well
to
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CDT).:
easier capture
known in this community.
ing are that a new lake contains
Church. Funeral rites were held at
18 remaining Freedom
six degrees below normal. Kenwho
Evansville, Ind 53, Paducah 62,
He is survived by' his widow,
plenty of food and living space by the predatory game fishes and had been threatened Riders,
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Chapel
tucky
mean
with
68.
Louisville
arrest
normal
to
increased
harvest by fisherLexington 51, Bowling Green 57,
Mrs. W. L. Drake, a son, William
and abundant fertility for the fish
There will be a public speaking extremes
today at 2:00 p.m. Elder G. T.
earlier, were ushered out of the
79 and 57
London 45. Iluntington, W. Va., 48, tonight at 7:30 at Douglass
Drake of Ripley, a daughter, Mrs.
population. Growth -rates are very men. Also, commercial netting of building
High
Herron of Clay, Kentucky officiatFair
by
armed
and
guardsme
dry
weather
n,
rough
most
fish
of
would be more effectCovington 49, lippkinsville 61, School Auditorium, The
Perkins Yancy of Summerville,
Helping the week with mild days but un- rapid. As the lake gets older, the ive when
-W. at the service. Burial was In
the water is low. In fedwal and local police.
Louisville 50.
Tennessee. and a grandson, Tripp
fertility declines, the populations
Hands Gospel Chorus of Paducah seasonabl
Bazzell Cemetery.
During
the
y cold nights, especially
Sunday
evening
ralgeneral,
shoreline conditions are
Drake of Murray, who is the son
become more crowded, and the
will furnish the music. InstrucActive pallbearers were grandly, tear gas flooded into the church of Mrs.
in northern Kentucky.
NOW YOU KNOW
Bob Miller.
competition for the food increases. irkhoved and the over-all fertility
tions on the voting machine will
sons: Claude, Hugh, and Ken Adand
Rainfall will range from a tenth
set
off
a
brief
panic.
At
one
Reproduction continues with good of the lake is increased. It may
be given.
ams, Ray Reed. J. A. Willie, and
point
inch
the
or
Negroes
less
could
north
be heard
section to one- and poor
By United Press International
ALUMNI TO MEET
years Of survival. As take a year to two for the re- singing "Love
Refreshments will be served free fourth or
James Harrison.
Lifted Me" over the
one-half inch in southsults to be apparent, but once
The first passenger railroad in after the meeting in the
school ern Kentucky and mainly south- the older fish die out in 4 to 5 the new populations take
The J H. Churchill Funeral the United
shouts
of
whites
who gathered in
hold
States. the Baltmore cafeteria. The public is cordially
The Alumni Chapter of Alpha
years, the younger ones coming on
Home had charge of arrangements. & Ohio,
ern Kentucky again about Fria park across the street.
was begun July 4, 1828. invited to attend.
Sigma Alpha will meet with Mrs.
are growing slower because of less there are always big spawns, more
The
whites also jeered the fed- Charles
day.
suitable living conditions. Where
Simons Tuesday, May 23rd
Continued on Page Six
eral marshals, who came in all at 8
o'clock p. m.
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Rain and Water Plague
Band Members on Tour

TIMES

—

MURRAY. REM'MK
T
MONDAY — MAY 22, 196
1.

PMILISETED kY LAVER & TIMM
Consolidation of Use Murray Ledge PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc..
r, The Calloway Time.., and The
Timemfierald, Octo0er 20, 1928, and
the West Kentuckian, Janua
ry
I. 1943.

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHE
R

s_reMrve
Halt to reject any Advertinng,
Letters to the Editor
IS PUll.bc Vises Walla which. in our
opinion, are not for the best interest of war readers.

"It's raining again!" This staterain hit Paducah and
promised to
ment is heard at least twice
a soak them.
ItATtoRAL R19911.11SENTATIVIS:
week
WALLACE WTTIMER CO.,
on
the MSC campus. But
Later, as the group left
1509
§leelelso; Ave., llemptue, Tens.
Pa; Time & Lae Bldg., New
York, N.Y.; when the MSC Symphonic
Stmliamloole Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
band ducah, they felt sure that they
would soon leave the rain
left on a three-day tour of weste
behind.
rn Howe
iteral at the Post Offic
e, Murray, Kentucky, for
ver, there is no place
transmission as Kentucky Monday morning,
like
they Princeton in
Second Class Matter
the rain and the
left with the hope that they would group
illUBSCIIIPTION RATES: By Carri
arriv
ed just in time to get
motatle $3. In Calloway and adjoi er in Murray, per week 20r, per soon drive out of and away from soaked once more.
ning counties, per year, $3.50;
else- daily showers and just water
whirr, SE.59Afternoon found the some
in
what
general.
wet musicians heading for
HopMONDAY — MAY 22,
Padu
cah
Tilghman was the first kinsville and dry
1961
weather, they
stop on the three-day jaunt and thoug
ht. Many were already makthe sleepy musicians began un- ing
plans for the first night
out.
loading their instruments for that Then
it happened. Hopkinsville
all important first concert. Sud- and
the MSC band were drenched
denly someone shouted. "Its rain- in a
downpour that put a stop to
Ledger a Times File
ing!" In an instant seventy band all pre
-arranged nocturnal activiMUST'VE BEEN IN THE CAROS--Oeorge Schae
members flew to the door and ties.
fer and Maurice
Evans (front) bold five atomism in
watched as an almost torrential
Hollywood and Judith
Tommy Haiti, son of Mr. and
Tuesd
ay
morn
ing dawned damp
Anderson holds 001 in New York,
Mrs. Elvie Hale of Murall for lobs they did in
ray route five, won
and cold-Surely too cold
"Macbeth," a play by you-know-w
the 880 yard run in the
to rain.
ho. "Macbeth" wins as
state track
The group played at the Hopk
meet held last week
program of the year, Evans for
in Lexington. Hale is
inoutst
anding single performa junior at
sville high school. Still it
ance (actor) in a leading role, Miss
Murray Training School.
hadn't
Anderson (actress) likerained. Everyone began taking
wise, &healer for directorial
off
achievement ("Macbeth").
Dr. James Hiz, Owen
water masks and boots. The neare
sboro physician, will
r
be the
Central City drew, the darke
principal speaker when
the freshman class of
r
nursing
the clouds loomed overhead. Soon
Amer to Saturday's Puzze
students at Murray
State College receive
their school
the sleeping crew was awakened
taps in a ceremony
marking the end of their
ACROSS
2
pre-clinical
as they heard the click of
SIMMIMO OGIBMO
windady Saturday.
I- Parent
shield wipers and someone shout
atone
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never carryi
more cash than you can afford to lose
travel to Venice or wOnia ..

111
'always carry It
American Express Travelers Cheques,

KELLEY'S
PEST
CONTROL

BANK OF MURRAY
Member F. D. I. C.

rrery Wallet
Should Have One...
More and more Kentuckian
s are learrirg every day
just how bandy their Blue Cross
-Blue.Shield card re.illy
is. It•s recognized
wherever they go for simplicity
and
ease of use.
'Your Blue Cross-Blue Shield cord
is raIssalile, too.
it means you have chosen a healt
h plan you can depend
on for realistic protection in
guarding your family's
health and financial welfare.
Over 794,000 Kentuckiant have Blue
Cross; more than 702,000
have
Blue Shield,

BH
CR
OST
S•

BLUE CROSS BUT SHIELD
HAVE NEVER CANCELLED
MEMBERSHIP BECAUSE
OF HEALTH, AGE, RETIREMENT, OR WHEN A

1,011 HOSPITAL

CAM

MEMBER DEVELOP_ED_A
CHRONIC OR INCURABLE
CONDITION.
FOR SURGICAL BENEFI
TS

CHECK THESE PLUS VALUE FEAT
URES:
6,00 Protection may be confirmed by
dependents of deceased
members, and by children reachi
ng age 19 or marrying
before age 19.
gote Blue Cross pay, the hospital
direct f.ir actual cost of
many services, not merely a limite
d dollar allowance.
101/ Blue Shield pa's your di,cior
direct, according to an
approved indemnity schedule fur
benefits.
sof Blue Cross is approved by the
American Hospital Asso.
cation.
solf Blue Shield is sponsored by
the Kentucky State Medical
Assoc ianon.

HERE'S HOW YOU MAY APPL
Y
FAMILY Oil INDIVIDUAL
If yoe are a Kentyck ;a,. 64 or
und•r, in good health *ad
where Hier* ere less thee 10 enploy... you way apply dor•ct. Mod
lb* coupon below.

MAIL

THIS HilNDY

GROUP
MO, people io;ri where they
work.
II you work where there
ore 5 or
moos portent, ask your •rnplo
yer
about the ad,ontoges of
a Blue
(too Illue Shield Group hon.

,c0UPQN TODAY

IRUI CROSS-11tUt SHIELD
3101 SARDSTOWN WOAD
LOUISVILLE 5, KENTUCKY
Pteos• send fee ,nfornicat.ort
Blue Shield.

O 1111

oppkot.on lot Illu• Cross-

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE__
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MONDAY —

MAY 22, 1961

Major League
Standings
by

United Press International

NATIONAL LEAGUE

S. Louis 8 Chicago 3, 1st
St. Louis 3 Chicago 0, 2nd
San Fraiacjsco
Los Angeles 3 San Francisco 2
20 12 .625
Los Angeles
Saturday's Results
22 14 .611
Pittsburgh
18 12 .600 1 Pittsburgh 4 Philadelphia 3
incinnati
19 14 .576 15 Chicago 1 St. Louis 0
Ofilwaukee
15 15 .500 4 Milwaukee 9 Cincinnati 5
St. Louis
13 17 .433 6 LosAngeles 4 San Francisco 3
Chicago
12 21 .364 85
Today's Night Games
Philadelphia
9 23 .281 115
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
Sunday's Results
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee
Pittsburgh 13 Philadelphia 11
San Francisco at St. Louis
Cincinnati 7 Milwaukee 6, 1st
Only games scheduled.
Milwaukee 3 Cincinnati 2, 2nd
Tuesday's Games
Team

W. L.

Pei

OR.

VOTE FOR

ELLIE PASCHALL

't3t
)

_
MAGISTRATE OF THE HAZEL DISTRICT
— FOR

I want to Thank each of you for your encouragement and ask that you vote for me Tuesday
when you go to the polls.

•
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cisco saw John Roseboro hit a
solo ly.aner and Jim Gilliam connect for a two-run homer off Billy
Loes to produce all the Dodgers'
runs in the fifth inning. Koufax
yielded two runs in the fourth but
then retired the final 16 San Francisco batters in succession.

cinnati in the first game.
Frank Lary pitched a six-h;II-4.
The Los Angeles Dodgers and
to win his seventh game for
Cleveland Indians are having a
Tigers behind a 12-hit attack '
beautiful dream today — and if
was featured by homers by R.
it comes true it will mean the
Colavito and Steve Boros "
biggest payoff in baseball history.
Daley was tagged for eight -4;
Imagine a World Series played
and four runs in five inpinr
in the two largest parks in the
suffer his fifth - loss for Kmajors — the Los Angeles ColiJohnny Temple had three sinseum with its 93,000 capacity and gles and a triple and Jimmy Pier- City. The second game of We.
Cleveland Stadium with space for sall had a homer and two singles scheduled doubleheader was r:- •some 86,000 spectators. It's a se- to lead the Indians' 18-hit attack
titilhelm Preserves Victory
ries that would dwarf all others in the first game. The Tribe scored ed oW
Hoyt Wilhelm pitched out
•••
in attendance and gate receipts so its runs in the second inning of
you can't blame the Dodgers and the nightcap on a double by Willie ninth - inning jam to pre'' Indians for dreaming even if there Kirklanijkind singles by Johnny Steve Barber's fifth victory - are still four months of the season Romano. Woody Held and Grant. earn Baltimore a split. Ba-. —
singled home the decisive run'•
to play.
The Pirates, trailing by seven! the Orioles in the seventh inn: —
The Dodgers completed a sweep
of a three-game series by beating runs after a nine-run Philadelphia Whitey Ford pitched a six-h• ';.
..^
the San,Francisco Giants, 3-2, and third inning, tied the score at 11- and Roger Mans homered to pat'
moved to within .014 percentage 11 on Hal Smith's pinch double in the Yankees in the first game.
Jim Landis' two-run 10th-l44,
points of the National League lead the eighth. Don Hoak then deSunday while the Indians swept livered a two-run single with the fling homer negated a bottom- `bases filled in the ninth to give the-10th homer by Jackie Jen - •
the Minnesota Twins. 9-0- and
2-0'1 Bob Friend, seventh Pirate pitch- of Boston and enabled Turk Lmilit
to take over second place 34 games
to win his first game for the w)...mebehind the league-leading Detroit er, his fifth win of the year.
Sox. Don Schwall pitched sisr-10
Musial-Homer Wins
Tigers in the American League.
Stan Musial's three-run ninth- ball for eight innings and G -4 .
Ouestionmarks Come Through
. Strong efforts by “questionmark inning homer won the first game Geiger homered for the Red stir.:
pitchers" were the big news for for the Cardinals and Bob Gibson in the nightcap.
Outfielder Chuck Hinton we4.
both teams. Sandy Koufax turned pitched a four-hitter in the nightin a four-hitter and struck out six cap. The Cardinals, who snapped 3-for-4 in each game and drovelf.
to win his fourth game for the a six-game losing streak in the five runs as the Senators mos!rd•
Dodgers while Wynn Hawkins pit- opener, also ended a string of 25 nast the Athletics into sixth pla^,,
ched a two-hitter and Jim Grant scoreless innings on Musial's two- Benny Daniels received credit'his third victory in the first gasol
a three-hitter for the Indians. ruin double in the fourth inning.
and Hal Woodeshick pitched -sit
Hawkins raised his record to 4-2
Hank Aaron drove in all the eight-hitter for his third win
and Grant made his 3-0.
Braves' second-game runs with a the nightcap.
The Pittsburgh Pirates overcame homer and a double after Gus
a seven-run deficit to beat the Bell's pinch double enabled the
AGE MATCH
Philadelphia Phillies, 13-11, the Reds to take the opener. Carlton
St. Louis Cardinals whipped the Willey received credit for the, NEW YORK (OPT) — Robert
Chicago Cubs, 6-3 and 3-0, and Braves' victory while Joey Jay , Collier, 83. shot an 83 at the Dun
the Milwaukee Braves scored a picked up his fourth win for Cin- woodie Golf Club in 1933.
3-2 victory after losing to the
Cincinnati Reds. 7-6, in other National League games.
nited Prems International

7 '
WELL, DIG THIS PAIR—Male and female of the beatnik species
are seen in London's Trafalgar Square, attending a harangue
by Sir Oswald Moseley, the Peck's Bad Boy of the British
peerage. To differentiate between the male and female,
you look clear down. Female is barefoot.

°nil

like to cut costs? Then take a long look at the
new Dodge Dart Pickup—the half-ton with the new
overhead-valve Slant-6 engine that pulls a man-size
load on boy-size rations of gas, oil and upkeep.
Compact-economy, and only the Dart Pickup has it.
Tough Dodge medium -duty models offer you
stronger frames, larger cabs, increased driver
comfort and handling ease. Widecboice of economical gasoline truck Six and V8 engines, transmissions
and axles. Space-saving Cab Forward models,
too. GVWs to 25,000 lbs. . . . GCWs to 50,000 lbs.

By FRED DOWN

Detvit
24 11 .686
Cleveland
20 14 .588 35
New York
17 15 .531 54
Minnesota
18 16 .529 55
Baltimore
18 17 .514 6
Washington
17 19 .472 75
Kansas City
13 16 .449 8
Boston
14 18 .438 85
14 19 .424 9
Chicago
11 21 .344 115
Los Angeles
Sunday's Results
Chicago 6 Boston 5, 1st game, 10
innings
Boston 4 Chicago 1, 2nd game
New York 4 Baltimore 2, 1st
Baltimore 3 New York 2. 2nd
Cleveland 9 Minnesota 0, 1st
Cleveland 2 Minnesota 0, 2nd
Detroit 5 Kansas City 3, 1st
Det. at Kan. City, 2nd, ppd., rain
Washington 6 Los Angeles 2, 1st
Washington 7 Los Angeles 2, 2nd
Saturday's Results
Baltimore 4 Washington 3'
Cleveland 4 New York 3
Minnesota 2 Kansas City 0
Boston 4 Detroit 3
Today's Games
Cleveland at Minnesota
Chicago at Boston. night
Baltimore at New York, night
Washington at Los Angeles, night
Detroit at Kansas City, night
Tuesday's Night Games
Chicago at Baltimore
Detroit at Minnesota
Washington at Kansas City
Only games scheduled.

AIWA.

MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "From The
Terrace", 144 mins., starts at 8:00
and 11:00.
'VARSITY: "Hoodlum Priest," feat.
99 mins., starts at 1:14, 3:10, 5:08,
8:02 and 8:58.

PICKING A NAME
TORONTO ilJP1.1 — The Toronto
In the American League, the
Maple Leafs of the National Hoc- Tigers defeated the Kansas City
key League were formerly known Athletics, 5-3, the Baltimore Orias the Arenas and the St. Patricks. oles beat the New York Yankees,
3-2, after a 4-2 loss, the Boston
Red Sox scored a 4-1 triumph aftFREE THROW STREAK
er the Chicago White Sox won the
SYRACUSE, N.Y. i129 — Dolph 10-inning
opener, 6-5, and the
Schayes of the Syracuse Nationals Washington
Senators downed the
netted 50 straight free throws in a Los
Angeles Angels, 6-2, and 7-2.
streak that ran from December,
Koufax Finishes Strong
1957, to January, 1958.
A crowd of 41,494 at San Fran-

HEAR HOLMES ELLIS 1
Candidate For

Mayor, City of Murray
Tonight - 6:45 to 7:00 P.M.
Over Station

WNBS

GOOD AT GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. TR) —Emmet
French played the Pinehurst, N.C.,
course with a putter on Jan. 12,
1921 — and shot an 80.
BIRDIE EXPERT
FOND DU LAC, Wis. VD —
Phil Greenwald. Fond du Lac, pro,
scored 10 birdies, including six in
uccession, in an 18-hole match
Aug. 2, 1934.

MAY IS

•••••••

IIICE
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•

•

BUY NOW...
get CASH BONusES '

Dodge Cab Forward models mean more payload—
only 89%' BBC. Exclusive swing-out fenders and
90' opening hood increase engine access, speed
maintenance. Choice of gasoline or Cummins diesel
power. GVWs to 53,000 lbs.... GCWs to 76,800 lbs.

YOU GET
GREAT DEAL
WITH DODGE!

•

•

Stop in and talk over your trucking needs We'd
like to show you that the Dodge truck built to fit
your lob is priced dollar-for -dollar with any comparable truck. We'd like to tell you gout the new
24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week emergency parts
supply operation that cuts downtime. Dodge also
builds four-wheel drives, forward controls, and
school bus chassis. Transportation for every need.

YOUR NEARBY
DODGE TRUCK DEALER

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.

.

Los Angeles Dodgers, Cleveland Indians Havt _
-Bright Dreams After Question Hurlers Win

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Te2m

NOW! T UEENSDDSA Y

•

PAGE TITREF

Los Angeles at Cincinnati, night
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee
Philadelphia at Chicago
San Francisco at St. Louis, night

it
Af

_

May offers you a real JAMBOREE of savings! You get bargain
buys from your favorite appliance dealer
plus a cash bonus
with each appliance you buy from our JAMBOREE list

APPLIANCE JAMBOREE FEATURES
The electric appliances listed below are
our JAMBOREE features. Buy any or all of
them during APPLIANCE JAMBOREE MONTH
... bring your bill(s) of sale to our office
... get the cash bonus shown for each
appliance.

Whe your home more comfortable ... more convenient ..
more modern ... with new electric appliances. Iv*
Buy now! Get extra special bargains
Soo Your Dealer

PIPER 61 SLACKS
Look this way this Spring . . . sliver-slim in H-I-S
Piper slacks! Smooth and snug, they're tailored to
set low on the hips and ignore a belt (new hidden
side-tabs handle the hold-hp). Front is pleatless;
bottoms are cuffless. In a great collection of smart
Spring colors.
$6.95

Corn -Austin Co. Inc.

trIl

11IR

-s

plus cash bonuses.

•,Chooso Your AppIlancoo ... Count Your
Savingel
MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
Bonuses paid on the following
appliances
for new installations only, unless replacing flame appliances:

i
I
Room Air-Conditioner
Range
Water Heater
Automatic Washer
Freezer

110
$15
$25
$10
$10

Central Air-conditioning
Clothes Dryer
Dishwasher
Central Air-Conditioning
and Heating

Offer good only for consumers of

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

I ""I
$15
$10
$25
$50

-0

rim
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Kentucky Took Neutral Course
At Beginning Of Civil War

elected four times to the U.S.
Senate. T he famed "Crittenden
Compromise," which some thought
would preserve the peace, was
narrowly defeated in committee
on Dec. 22, 1860.

By JOE JORDAN
both sides to accept the%elettleCrittenden made a ,speech at
(Kentucky Civil War Commission) ments. Although
he died in 1852, Lexington April 17, 1861, conOne hundred years ago today— having succeeded up to that time demning the idea of a war in
which Americans would fight Amon May 21, 1661—a proclamatIsin io pacifying the
extremists on ericans.
He advised his fellow
by Governor Berserk Maguffin was both sides, he left
political discip- Kentuckian
Church will meet at the home of
s not to be dragged
published, making known to the les who were
influential and who into the
Mrs. Clyde Colson at 9:30 a.m.
war either for the North
world that Kentucky alone among tried to carry
• • • • •
out his policies. or for
the South, but to remain
Inc 34 states that had been meal- Perhaps the chief
of them was free from
Tuesday, May 30th
both and keep the ComOars of the Union before it started
Monday, May 22nd
John Jordan Crittenden, a former
at the church at 10 a.m.
The Calloway County Country
monwealth in a position to act as
orealong up, had adopted a Civil governor of Kentucky
- The Asnoossilifu• baud of t h e • • •
.
• • • • •
who was mediator.
willoheve-* catered—pienic
War policy of armed neutrality.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
supper at 8 p.m. Reservations
Both North and South were warna: noon in the club house for an
Murray Star clinks. No. 433 must be made
by noon on Monday, ed to keep
important business meeting,
their troops off the soil
I Order of the Eastern Star will May
22, by signing the bulletin
of Kentucky.
' hold its regular meeting at the board
at the club.
The governor's proclamation wasi
' Masonic Hall at 7.30 p.m.
in accord with a decision by the
• • • • •
Tuesday, May 23rd
To help egg whites hold their
The Wornftt's Auxiliary of St.
legislature, which he had called
The June McNeely Circle of the foam, add a little lemon juice
or alio extraordin
J. nn's Episcopal Church will meet WMS of the Memorial Baptist
ary session to concream of tartar before beating.
soler the Commonwealth's course'
• • • • •
in the crisis brought on by the
Packing shirts? Lay them -facesecession movement. It was in ac- to-face with the collars at oppocord also with the simuments of
site ends. Protect the collars by
many thousands of women who,
filling the necks with handkerictentfying themselves as the
chiefs.
"mothers, wives, sisters and
daughters of Kentucky," had sent
hundreds of petitions to Frankfurt
oeseeching the General Assembly
to -guard them from the direful
calamity of civil war by allowing
The people of Murray and Calloway County
deserve
Kentucky to maintain inviolate
the very best men possible to serve as their
ner armed neutrality."
public
Maguffm proclaimed in stern
officials. No office is more important than
terms that he was "notifying and
that of
warning all other states, separ..1,
MAgigtrate. These men are the backbone of all
counor united, and especially the 'UniMad U. A Roll Of ted States' and the 'Confederate
ty activities — all county business.
Fibs To Develop States,' that I solemnly forbid any
And Print At The
movement upon the soil of KenPrices Mentioned
Below. When We tucky, or the occupation of any
port, post or place whatever withReturn Your Pictures Y0IA Will in the lawful boundary and jurisdiction of this state, by any of the
Reselve A New Ron Of Film
Abasivesty FREE Of Charge.
forces under the orders of the
15th & Poplar
states aforesaid, for any purpose
Phone PL 3-3981
a hatever ...."
Besides warning outsiders, Governor Magotfin appealed to Kentuckians . themselves "to refrain
from all words and acts likely to
engender hot .blcaxi and provoke
Brandon Dill is a business man . . . a family
man
'y coilision; to pursue such a line of
wise conduct as w i 11 promote
. . . cur kind of people. He will do his very best
at
peace and tranquility, and a sense
of safety and security, and thus
all times, to serve-all the people with
every thought,
keep far away from our beloved
every action.
land and the people the deplorable
calamity of invasion; but at the
same t Me earnestly counseling"
We urge you to support Brandon Dill
for Magistrate.
my fellow citizens of Kentucky to
It will be to your aeloantere.
make prompt and efficient preparation to assume the armor and
MAIL ORDERS TO
attitude prescribed by the paraJENKOLOR—BOX
(This ad written and paid for by
mount and supreme Law of self
friends
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
defense — and strictly of self deof Brandon Dill)
film Mailer Envelopes
fense alone."
Fres On fteguest
To back up the governor's warning, Inc legislature had approved
V30.000 to buy "arms and accoutrements" for tne inikten, it specified that neither the weapons nor
the militia should be used against
the governments of the United
States or the Confederate States
-unless in protecting our soil from
unlawful invasion — it being the
intention alone that said arms and
munitions of war are to be used
for Inc sole defense of the State
of Kentucky."
Ly.ng between belligerent powers. each of which had an army
ovcrwheliningly superior to a:
force tnat a single state could pot
into the field, Kentucky within
a lt Published
three months after the govern -r
Pechglo, which is an inspired combination of
haa • issued his neutrality proe,amali ,n found itself unable to enrayon and nylon, feels so luxuriously soft
fur., its °old and defiant warning
and cool it's likes fresh fluff of powder next to
Aga.ns: invasion. The state was
invaued by both Union and Conthe skin. No wonder so many devotees insist
fecierate armies, and the soil which
g Atinur and the legislature
on it all year round and remind us they're
nad lough: to protect from the
waiting for our special savings on threesomes.
of h,stile feet was stained
with Inc Wood of thousands of
For a limited time only,
men — Southern invaders, Northern invaders a nd Kentuckians
so do come in and scoop up your
themselves, a- ho served in large
numbers in both armies.
favorite classics from our
Meantime, however, Kentucky
great Pechglo Collection.
had trieu harder than any other
—
state to est:rt. the sectional war
• which was to become- the greatest
FOR TRANSPORTATION TO THE POLLS
CALL PLaza 3-3895
tragedy in American history. It
was not only tne ..ac state which
,illiciallyledopted a policy of neutrality, but a.so a conspicuous
ONE HOUR
SERVICE
.eader in a long series of efforts..
to compromnie the difference; be• -w,..tri the North and the S ..- .2
anti thus enable them to so...,
their problems peaceably and
sold the nocessity of a bloody huh. Jugation of one...section of the
- other.
Kentucky's unique rule was of
Monday thru Thursday — May 22-25
it:vs partly due to its geographical .,cation on the border, which
ALL GARMENTS MOTH-PROOFED & MILDEW
.
-PROOFED FREE!
wiin the peopie of nith
sections'and also, by . exposing
K. r.micklaii, 144 the argufnents and
(Plain)
p wits of both sides, enabled
1:1-7 that it was not a case
i.ne side's being wholly right
rno
o1rier totally wrong.

Social Calendar

SHOP THROUGH THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS!

myet,

T HURT?11,-,r•ft

DrSchoffs
PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
WILL CE HERE!

ROSE

BUSHES

IT IS YOUR
BUSINESS!

AitLIAS

Azalia Fertilizer
and Peat Moss

LETS ELECT A BUSINESS MAN AS

HUIE FLOWER SHOP

MAGISTRATE OF THE MURRAY DISTRICT

HARD-TO-FI
T?
-

Wednesday, May 24

ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South 5th Street
If you suffer from toot pains . . . or have difficulty

finding proper fitting, comfortable shoes . .. don't
miss this one-day -only opportunity!
Dr. Scholl's representative is a specialist lathe Foot
Relief methods and scientific shoe fining developed by
Dr. Wm. M. Scholl. let him show you how to get quick
relief from corns, callouses, bunions, sore heels, weak
or fallen arches
. any common loot trouble . . with
Dr. Scholl's Remedies, Appliances, Arch Supports
and world-famous Or. Scholl s Foot Comfort Shoes,

COME IN FOR A FREE FOOT TEST on Dr. Scholl's Pedograph. Toke advantage of this personalized
expert serroce
and find out how to mok e your feet comfortable!

cairfOrairo'

PHONE PL 3-2414

Brandon Dill is the Best Man

Our wonderful
BUY-THREE-AND-SAVE
sale ofPECHGLO by

212

TAX PAYERS

Your Taxes Increased In 1954

By Over $32,000

An Increase In The Last Years

Of Over

Million Dollars

These are not just figures - the
in the newspapers.se are facts based on His Figures
Increase of State. County, and School Taxes
by City Residents

$11,508.00

Increase of State, County, and School Taxes
by County Residents

17,537.00

Irjcrease of City Property Taxes

TOTAL TAX INCREASE
-- THESE ARE FACTS

I

3,444.00

$32,489.00

. - DRY CLEANING SPECIALS *
REPEATED BY POPULAR DEMAND!!

DRESSES
SUITS
LONG COATS

89c 2 For s1.69

thioi

Mix Them or Match l'hans:

Ask About Our Box Storage!

LiJ

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
On The Square

We Have A D-1) Station At Muerpy Wlshy Washy - 207 So. 701 S'.

•

tr4crt

act, 4,:ner

bor;14,r

so—cd to tlic• 2-arrie
.
diri not go to
-...ia.• I ir.gths as Kentucky in
•.o a.rrl the Civil War a:: :
tailed, trying to so
ok
o:‘ ed in t h e confI ict.
not•oians cretin Kcntuck:.
'twin to internal p4.i.,
..tuckians hiie ale,'
the most militant
un
be
'
tl,
a'ars with foreign :
ens — ' toe quality of Ku:,
lead.; op. txith in the years lead:rig Llii 1,, Inc 1861 crisis and at the
!,m(! 1 deci,ion.
C.ay,do , voo,41 a long CaIi :iig•I office to working 'out
inr an, oi compr.imirang sectional
dilfeiences and then persuading
4

OUR

SERVICE

In

B.SHORT PANTIE.Size. 5 to 7,regu$1.65 each,now 3for 81.25.
Sizes 8 to 9, regularly 112.00 each.
now 3 for $5.15.
C."Tin: PANTIE.(Your choke of
three lengths.) Medium length
shown. size. 5 to 7:regularly $1.75
eacho now 3 for 11.50. Sizes 8 to
9, regularly $2.25 each, now 3 for
$5.75.
All in Dann Pink and Star Illate
larly

Littleton's

B

sit

1-1

A. BRITS, 517ex 4 ti's 7. regularly
$1.25 eath, now 3 for 83.25. Sip.
8, regularly $1.50 each, now 3 for
$3.85.

•

41.

6

, 1961
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Low Price-Huge Capacity

oot
by
nck
tok

G-E FOOD FREEZER

-. Conte In —see all Its haturesi

vith

nts
do-

18-cubio-tool
' HU-1111
Co,

ONLY

.,,

•

•

$299.95

Co
g
Cei
t
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
as low as $200 a week
APTP:R

ALL DOWN PATRIENT •

'Cantina! capacity mated aad rated as compluasor maa
NEMA Skraturel• jar Room Air Coaatibairs CNJ-1960.

WT

Choose the barbecue that suits you best .. . and
SAVE! 18" and
24" models with weather-resistant coppertone bodies
and crankadjusting chrome plated grids at rockbottom prices!

ALL PAINT
$4.95 gal.
Free Wagon
RUBBER TIRE FARM WAGON
GIVEN FREE

Election Day
COURT SQUARE
5:15 P.M.

Roto-Tillers
Power Mowers
BEST PRICES

Sale or Rent

•

B

.NEW GE
AUTOMATIC
WASHES

•

SUPER KEM-TONE

* Cools mare thee one roornt
* 1 nataits abnost sey•rtsere.._ in standard slob windows.
even throsgb t
L„
* Ten thermostat positions. •
._* Infinite fan speed control. '
4f•
* Ventilates, detustoidifier qters.

This BIG 40-inch
General Electric Range
$14900 i
for only

GRILL SALE!

Close Out
Prices!!

'ant 18,000 BTU

.

12 lbs.

MOD?!.
WA MV

FITS FILM AGAINST T4 WWI
UTIONICT. NKNRANUTY,

24" FAMILY SIZE

•

ONLY

MOTORIZED SPIT

$1792

nitivite,

TOP
11.• *SRI Iwo Irommi Mode •••••••••
•••••• •Ohn n••• gnarl- •P•/ow,
I--,

• Minas wary
wool deg

ma= sr*. AM

• Wm wow •••• ••••o•
Nei

••••••

• Grim NNW a, WiNil wow imgraitars.

Wk41
COMFORT

LAWN
,LOUNGER

FULL CONTOUR AUTO RUG

•

Light aluminum tubing with weatherresistant Saran webbing. Folds for storage.

$299
•

Save on full fitted auto
floor mats of long-wearing
rubber. Styled with reinforced
heel rest and textured surface that
traps water and dirt, yet cleans easily without removal from your car. Fashioned to stay
put, fit smoothly over "hump" 5 custom colors.
BLACK • BLUE • GREEN • RED • WHITE

•

•

•

•

C:II
229 9431 (Groin)
229.9432 Crone.)

SAYS
BUY

$377
Barbecue Tool
Deluxe, 5-Pc. soffit$344
at a low price!

4-WAY WRENCH

Includes turner, fork,
nylon basting brush,
salt and pepper. Chrome
plated. Gift boxed. • wit

F

iPECIAL HOOK LIFT

PLENTY OF BOUNCE AND SWING FOR A YARDFUL OF YOUNGSTERS!

SUPER
THERM

RIGID LIFT BAR

•

Gas Can

SPINNING REEL

99c

Regular $17.96 —
SAFARI PRICE!

•

-

'10.00
•

•

•

•

Steel safety
type. 2-gal.
size. Spout
fits intocan.
2:2 9925

1 col *

'16'

2 eoL • VI"

WRENCH

r

JOHNSON CENTURY

Yello
.w el$977
or Gr a
• ”•

JACK

• 2 swings, trapeze bar, gym
rings
• Air-Elite swing with longlasting Nylon bearings
• Turcolene Bouncer for up to 70-pounders
• 6 x 4'1' heavy canvas bed, Nylon cords
• Heavy welded tubular steel construction
Here's how to keep the kids within easy
calling range and be sure they're
active and happy! This set adds the
new playtime sensation—a bouncy
trampoline—to the usual backyard
swing combination!
$3 davits — $1.25 per week •

•

,

'59

OFF-SET BASE
--so •
Universal hook-lift'
fits most old or new
cars.. 4-way wrench
fits all wheel bolts.
Compare to
others at .

I Fielder's Glove
All Top Grain
$144
Leather

R
E

Keep food and drinks
cold or hot for hours in
our roomy insulated chest
of celled polyethylene.
Twin handles.., molded
divider bottom. Easyclean pearl gray body
with blue lid.

SHOOT THE- WORKS AND USE OU
R EASY PAY PLAN

Vacucel

CHEST
$399
• light•might • Pr•••411 Ud
• Mg 1111 • l2' •13‘.•"'

AND

VOTE
BILBREY'S

-

•
—

uotinty

1111.1111...

a.

41.

4.1.411101.00•••••••••••m
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(Continued from Page 1)

•

the long-powerful Democratic organizations there.
The circuit judge race in the
state capital- deserves widespread
.nterest because of the rile of the
Franklin Circuit Court in Illegal
disputes involving the state
government.
The Democratic organization in
Jefferson County backs Male High
School principal W. S. Milburn
for
the mayor nomination, hut Jet.
••'feracin County Sheriff •Solon
F.
Russell and County Clerk James
Queenan, txith loyal to the organization for many years. have
entered the lists against Milburn
.
In
Franklin
County. Circuit
J:edge Henry Meigs II has been
proposed on the Democratic ballot
to fill the unexpired term on the
bench. Meigs was appointed by
Combs to the vacancy; caused by
splitting Franklin County from the
judicial district presided over by
Circuit Judge Will:am B. Ardery.
• Both of Meigs' opponents in the,
primary, former Asst. Atty. Gen.
Owen Keller and Hafford Hay, once
legal counsel f,•r the state Highway Department, are making party
loaalty the theme of their campaigns against' Metes, who is
a
Republican.
The primary races will decide
the election in 5'7 legislative
races
around the state tomorrow. The
10 senators and 47 represe
ntatives
who win their party nominat
ions
In these districts will be
without
upposition in November.
Two senate candidates, Tom Garrett. Paducah. and Frederick
E.
Nichols, Madisonv.11e. and nine
representative candidates -have, no
opposition in either the primary
or general election.
The representatives who are ass•.:red election include: Milton Ash.
y. Sehree: H. A. Hampton, Tren1,,n: Edwin Freeman. Harrods
burg; R. P. Moloney. Lexington;
Harry W. Wood. Milton: Eugene
B
Hancock. Falmouth: Brooks
Hinkle. Paris. and Harry King
*ran. Ashland.

WE APPRECIATE MAYOR HOLMES ELLIS
and his four years as Mayor of the City of
Murray. We believe that great progress has been
made during this four Years and that even greater progress will be made in the next four if
he
is returned to this office..
We urge our friends to cast their vote for
Mayor Ellis on May 23, 1961, for Progre
ssive
and Planned city government.
...t•imastW"7
PLAY CALLED BACK
Ken Maziarka is shown eliding
home
in
the
first
Toth game Saturday. However the
inning of the second
play was called back, as the
umpire ruled that when the
thrown over the third, baseman's
ball was
head it went out of bounds.
Gordon Fritz (caplets in
returned to third and Maziarka
background)
to second. Fritz later scored.
Murray won the game, 4.3.

COT 'EM MIXED—Mrs. Patricia, Marston holds her 5-monthold twins in Wayne, Mich., while Detectives Edward
Tester
(left) and Arthur Zawlociti take their footprints
to compare
them with those at the hospitaL All Mrs. Marston
want, to
know Is which Is Kevin and which 1 Keith.
She had removed the hospital tags—over-confidently, you
might say.

Mayor Ellis' Statement.

Many Colored Friends of
Mayor Holmes Ellis

VOTING PRECINCTS
FOR CITY OF MURRAY
MURRAY
,
KENTUCKY ,

•

•

It

Lake...
(Continued from Page 1)
survival and faster growth. Without this disturbance or interruption of usual living conditions fishing would remain- aierage or get
worse.
-Or, the other hand if the severe drawdowns occ-ar too frequently they might still benefit
ETt.lity but would probably pre%ent fish populations.lloth TVA and state biologists
are continually studying the
effec"s of water level fluctuations
and severe drawndowns.

The conclusion of my campaign for re-election to
the office of Mayor for the City of Murray nears, and
may I say that Mrs. Ellis and my children are genuinely grateful for your kind and encouraging reception to us into your homes and of your expressed
support of a program of growth and progress in this
splendid community.

•

Our development here has been marked as an
area of admiration over a vast part of the United
States: our neighboring cities have adjudged us as
a yardstick of wholesome growth. As in the past, I
have scheduled meetings with industrial organizations in a program to bring new and diversified
manufacturing enterprises and institutions to further
bolster our economy.

-•

With the cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce, prospects for new opportunities besome more
assured, thereby improving the welfare of all of our
folks as we march along together toward common
goals of civic progress.

A MATTER OF RECORDS -The
Duchess of Argyll, 411, arriving in New York frorn London,
was reportedly prepared to
take the witness stand„against
a private detective accused of
planting a recording devioe Ia
a limousine she had hired.
The Duchess Is engaged in an
Invorved marital clash with
her husband, the Duke of
Argyll, 58, who has accused
her of intielity. The Duchbas sued him for a divorce.

--aso
•

CATHOLICS ARE LESS ancxessful than white Protestants
and Jews In competition for
better jobs, says sociology
Prof. Gerhard F. Lenaki,
shown at hia University of
Michigan desk in Ann Arbor.
His assay Is set forth in a
381-page book Just published.
In It he says religious conditioning continues to play
an ilibportant part in an individual's attitudes and work
preference. The book Is
based on a five-year study
In metropolitan Detroit area.

The importance of our City Government cannot
be overemphasized in the attraction of plant •locations, retirement, schools, and institutions. To assure the maintenance of a cooperative spirit of
change and growth, we in the City Council want
your advice, Your criticism, and your participation
in each and every suggested program. This accounts
foi --our
a-il details -tp- ear eitiee/is
through every information media at our command.

•

These sources of public information have done
an excellent job in telling in advance of our plans.
In this way we are in a position of altering, approving or even discarding projects before they are enacted in city ordinances. You have been the yardstick of determining our course of action, and I believe you have been wise in your decisions.
The time devoted 1,2Z business of being Mayor
of the City of Murray
been one that has commanded- many of my waking hours, however not
once have I ever shunned the responsibilities of being
a Mayor like you would desire for lack of attention.
The compensation, adequate as it is, is far less
than the personal satisfaction a mayor experiences
in the firm conviction that he is making his community a better place in which to live, for mysel
f
and Mrs: Ellis, my children and my grandchildre
n.
These have been the rewards that measure up
to the
standards of any progressive and growing city
aR
our own community of Murray.
I am grateful
extending
me the opportunity of being your Mayor, and I will be most pleased should you afford
me
'he opportunity to go ahead for another four
years
in this work.
SINCERELY YOURS,

IIODIES ELLIS

These are the new voting precincts in the City
of Murray, which were set up last Fall. Voters
are urged to check
their correct voting precinct and voting place
in order to facilitate the voting tomorrow. With
a heavy local ballot the correct voting place for all voters will
greatly aid election officers.
Here are the numbers of the city precincts
and voting places:

Precinct One Court House
Precinct Two City Hall
Precinct Three Murray High

Precinct Four Holcomb Chevolet
Precinct Five College Gym
Precinct Six College Library

Locate Your Precinct And Voting Plac
e

I a

4

•

1.
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YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

ELLIS
City_ of
as been

r FOR SALE

great-

ote for

Logger & Tunes .... PL 3-1916

rressive

DRUG STORES
Scott Drugs ..

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledger & Times

PL 3-1916

OIL DISTRIBUTORS
Ky. Lake Oil Cu. .
PL 3-1323
Jobbers Shell 011 Products

PL 3-2547

PAINT STORES

Is of

GROCERY STORES

3_3080

ildwell Paint Store

Owens Food Market PL 3-461:4
Free Delivery Service

PRINTING
Ledger & Times

HARDWARE STORES

PL 3-1916

RESTAURANTS

Douglass lidw., cur. 4th & Main
aouthside Reataurant
Starks Ildw.

PL 3-3892

PL 3-1227

SERVICE STATIONS
INSURANCE

•

Walston-Young Tex. • PE 3-2810

frazee, Melugul & Holton
. Insurance

PL 3-3415

JEWELRY

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE
Ledger & Tunes

PL 2-1916

furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835

TV SALES & SERVICE
DIES READY TO WEAR
tUetons

•

13,11s TV & ilel. Sei. . PL 3-5151

PL 3-4623

MENS CLOTHING
raham-Jackson

HELP WAN1 ED

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS EN r/IA NICE 3 BEDROOM Brick

nouse on Meadow Lane. Forced
Watkins Quality
PL 3-1291 air gas heat, nice kitchen and
PL 3-3234
Eulice Moubray, Mgr.
dining area, large living room,
utility room, car port. Owner is
leaving town.
6 ROOM HOUSE at Kirksey on
iarge lot, excellent f or retired
couple. $4500 full price.
4 BEDROOM BRICK house on
large lot. 1103 Main Street, 412,-04)0, full price. Roberts Realty,
phone PL 3-1651.
m23c

HEAR HOLMES ELLIS
Candidate For

Mayor,City of Murray
Tonight - 6:45 to 7:00 P.M.

•

Over Station WNBS

SALE
CLOSE OUT - ALL PAINTS

•

SUPER hEM-TONE
'OUTSIDE WHITE
$1.50 GAL.

BILBREY'S
210 East Main Street

•

Phone PL 3-5617

ETCI6TICE
MONUMENTS-MURRAY Marble
and Granite, Works, builders of
fine memorials for over half century. Porter White, Manager. Dial
junel5c
PL 3-2512.
THY DAIRY QUEEN ON strawberry shortcake. Its delicious! At
your Dairy Queen on West Main.
m27c

1949 FORD TRACTOR AND plow. VOTE FOR AND SUPPORT Kelly
See Liunpkins Motor Sales, 2nd B. McCuiston, candidate for reelection as Magistrate of Murray
and Main or pnone PL 3-4913.
m23p
m23c District.
closCLOTH
IS
SHOP
LASSITER
ALUMINUM AWNINGS, ANY
color yr size. Aluminum storm ing for summer months. All fabwindows, two track or triple track, rics greatly reduced. Trimmings
aluminum siding, thirteen colors. all I price. Shop will be open t'hru
1 tc
raiume Comfort Company, U.S. 641 May 26th, 9:00 to 5:00.
Highway, Hazel, Kentucky, phone
I
LOST & FOUND
492-2502.
tfc

4 ROOM FURNISHED APARTment with electric stove and refrigerator. One 4 room apartment
unfurnished. One 2 room furnished apartment complete with stove
and refrigerator. All will be available June 1. Ronald W. Churchill,
phone PL 3-2411 or PL 3-2736.
m23c

NEW YORK IUD - There are
9,000 escalators in use in the United States today, against a total of
1,000 in 1935, according to the National Retail Merchants Association_

AUSTIN, Tex. 1.1I'D -A pamphlet
publicizing the fact that Texas
Liquor Control man had smashed
12 stills and arrested 211 bootleggers was called "A Step in the
Right Direction."

WANTED

I

CLIMB

FOR SALE

FORT MADISON, Iowa (IIPD Cartridge fountain pen sales currently account for better than onequarter of the entire U.S. fountain
pen market in dollar volume, E.
P. Reavey Jr., marketing director
of W. A. Sheiffer Pen Cu., said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

8-Dutch tow u
9-Paid notice
10-Sanity
11-Highways
13-Causeways
16-Toward the
mouth
10-Brief
20-Place In line
22-Scorches
23-River in
Pref.:*
25-Excess of
lunar over
solar month
26-Hindu queen
28-Pennies

1- Boy
attendants
6-Lance
41-Refund
12-Cushioned
14-City In
Russia
15- Din
17-Three-toed
moth
18-Padish land
division
11-Mountain
!
lakes
II - Roman sods
22•1:ristlia
884luim
t aka

used
GOOD POWER MOWERS
• REFRIGERATORS
• WASHERS & DRYERS

'1

2

3

4

5

-^ '.'-6
r?.;:'1

,
15

i4

DOWN
l -Allow
2-Incite
3- Female
4.,olkne,1
4- Lai In
conjunction
I-Lawmaking

8

7

9

17
,..-.• 20
...
t'•:•:
.3
....
• 'el..
2e
.

e.t,..

40

:1 41

43

44

+3O

38
•

A39
/2 't
42

...:,..:4

.....I

48

....S.
.
c.;

...IC
'
S

- Ha k bone
7-Go by

Distr.

•:`.5

32 33

4 35

ev

10
>:•'.'
ii

.P

37

by .Lnited Test:Asa Syndicate. inc. .24

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
* Scraper
* Grader
* Dragline

* Bull Dozer
* Pull Shovel
* Clam Shell

$14 Po Per
Trained Men Are Earning over
10;)
Complete training gives you Actual experience on
machines at our resident training center,'with employment assistance upon completion. Mail Coupon
for complete information.
•
SEW VIM WM WIN ow
Qualify Now
...INIVERSAL EQUIPMENT

Week

For the many high paying
jobs in heavy construction, building roads, bridges, dams, pipe lines, air
fields, off ice buildings.
stc. Local and foreign employment .opportunities.
You can start now without leaving your present
Job.

OPERATORS SCHOOL
1 1 3 NW 5th St.
!Evansville, Indiana
Name

Age

I

St-set
City _

State
Hr. at Home

!Phone

alga Min Mg

1110!

Information zbut our trained
available upon request.

CONTRACTORS•
•Operators

HAPPENING,‘
AND I CANT
RELIEVE lTJ

.COME
.46/1
' AND SEEl
d
-

Phone PL 3-5617

LEARN TO OPERATE

2

A3,

29 30

210 E. Main St.

ATTENTION MEN!

42-Number
44-Initials of
26th
President
46-Guido's low
note

•••:.:
CO

019
.
•.122
••
25

34

BILBREY'S

•mow

32-Hailed
33-Tralper
35-Warble
34-Eat away
75-Sea eagle
41 -Ex. larnation

i

21

at

21C2E11511?1
MEO151313106101
TIMMIS MOO
IMMO IMMO

1 i

24

LOW CLEARANCE PRICES

Answer te Yesterday's Puzzle

COM

`

18

THESE ITEMS WILL GO AT

QOM BOMA MOO
015111lL'1IIN ho
414.9
NCI132:41 Glrigngt
RICIM

29-Impair
seriously
10-Lingered
31-Furnisli with
a ceiling

24-iluided
26-Checks
27-Free t:cket
of Adam
79-Extra
W
31-Join
34 - W.:casing
31.in.
tent
36.'or.s4 lax&
37- An ay
IS-Complaint
211-5hinie Ire*
40- Ex I sts
41-01.1 womanish
42-Heraldry:
gni(ted
43-1 ieatilv
45-Sprin ter
47-Spea5 In
slow
lengthened
tone
48- Spirited
horse

I

r

SALES

The cartridge pen, introduced
in 1954, has climbed to 26.25 per
cent of the Total founain pen
SIX ROOM HOUSE ON SOUTH market for the first eight months
12th Stree:. Available July 1. Call of 1960 with an estimated $12
PL 3-5947.
m24c volume million predicted for 1961.

LOTS ON CALLOWAY, RYAN,
College Farm 'Road, city sewer and LOST: BLUE AND WHITE model
water, $1750.00 to $6300. John plane. Name is Band Aid. $10 rePasco, PL 3-2649.
m24c ward if found. Phone PL 3-3682.
m22p
1956 ALLSTATE MOTOR CYCLE,
NANCY
4 speed gear box, model No. 250.
See at 1503 Main.
m24c
TWO BEDROOM BRICK, Living
room, dining room, kitchen, den
with fireplace. Near Carter School.
PL 3-2649.
m24c

PEN

FOR RENT

I

"cr..•
1958 RENAULT DOLPHINE. Sun HELP WANTED
APPLY Boone
roof. Priced $750. Will consider Laundry & Cleaners.
m22c
trade-m. See John Peterson or
phone PL 3-1942.
m22p
MANAGEMENT CAREER
Applicants now ,;,;eitig interPIANO,DESK TYPEWRITER; enviewed for training program
clyclopedia up to date; dictaphone,
transcriber, and shaver; electric
leading to management posirange; and other items. Call PLaza
tions in progressive consumer
3-1315, see at 1503 W. Main Street.
credit company. Earn an atm25c
tractive salary while learning.
Outstanding employee benefits,
CHEST TYPE FRIGIDAIRE Freeplus rapid promotion, and a
zer. Phone PLaza 3-5283.
m22c
secure future await you. If you
ONE ROW TOBACCO SETTER. are between 21 and 30, have
Used very little, in excellent contwo years of college, and are
dition. Pht.._, PL 3-5111, Glindel
willing to work hard to build
Reeves.
a career with a leading comm22c
pany, come in and talk to Mr.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. LIVING
Sammons, or write to Friendly
room, kitchen and bath, full size, Finance,
Inc., 204 So. 4th St.,
basement with attic, built in cabMurray.
m23c
inets, electric heat, on large lot i
mile of city limits. Nice place to
live. Priced $5500. W. H. Brown ESTABLISHED WATKINS Route
Real Estate, phone PL 3-3432 (of- available. For fur Jetails contact;
fice) or PL 3-1311 (home). m22c Eulice Moubray Mgr. 208 So. 16th
St., Murray, Ky.
m26c
3 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,
large living room, dining room, YOUNG 'MAN INTERESTED IN
kitchen and bath. Built in cabin- budget managing and sale posillion.
ets, hardwood floors and built in This is in a local concern with
garage. Well located on hard surf- national affiliation. Write, giving
ace street. Can be bought at once qualifications and.sales experience
for $6,000. W. H. Brown Real to Box 32-L, Murray, Kentucky.
m23c
Estate, phone PL 3-3432 (office)
or PL 3-1311 (home).
m22c
STRAWBERRY PICKERS, MAY
STRAWBERRIES, 25e A QUART. 22 at Connie Burton's place lust
You pick lac a quart using your off Coldwater Highway, east of
Stella. Call PL 3-1437 for inforown container. Call PL 3-3500.
m22c
m23c mation.

ave You Read Today's Sports?
•

STEPPING UP

4

,r if he
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sates & Service

GOING UP

TO MEE AT6 ARE -•
CRAB 6RAS5 IN 7rEt
LAWN OF LIFE!

s'4

JL
by Ernie Bustimilloe

ROLLO --WHEN
MY PARTY GUESTS

ARRIVE, DON'T START
BRAG ABOUT HOW
R.OH YOU ARE

70

YOUR VOTE FOR ME FOR Magistrate of Murray District. Branmay23c
don Dill.

* LET'S ELECT

MOTHERS-TO-BE
You Are Invited To

Pei 00 -44
deseevei ••
Cc, tHi by .414 Neer* S .•4444. lwe

FASHION SHOW
Just-For-You

May 29,
For Reservations
Call 442-3666

Llf."-- ASSER

by Al Capp

C!•Zsi!i''BOUT TH'i:_•:v1
Pr,ST YO'BIN
D!ES
SAV,• DR1•1\iCIN"
AH

ITS A IKAGEL)Y0 Tri'
FUTURE:WHICH (5043./
BROKE ME UPflmmi FUTURE!!

\
t_r. re. forte-, rri•

OUIDA'S MATERNITY
FASHIONS
708 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Across From

check

P"ja• 1•4* ‘41il

'

41
,

I bal-

WANTED -VOTES
Because of serious illness in
my home I have been unable to
contact you personally.
I am a firm believer in better
roads and schools and will do
all within my power to promote
each of these.
As to my honesty and ability
refer you to either of our
local banks.

5

AMINE AN' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
CW140A,

IF 1114.1 KNEIN I
V-AS PRACTICAUY PENNI!. ESS
WrIY DID YOU ASK ME ID GIVE
YOU
MONEY

my

Div.7
4

SAY GIVE ME YAM
MONEY - - -

I SAID POOL Ot;!t moNE
\
SO I EZIILD CO PITO BUS:N:124;
FOR MYSELF. THERE'S
A VAST DIFFERENCE!

r mu-E..; A -VAST
1.-,IFTSRENCE - YOU
WCNDERFUL. MA1416'241

/

I

Charlie Lassiter
4

Our Representative
FEir liv Nev Coto or(1 re-Ple)

•

0

If you want a man who will
not show favortism and give all
a square deal, give me your
vote May 23 for Magistrate of
Murray Magisterial District.
ATMER LASSITER

2."1-rf

II %CI:

MONITAY - VAT 22, 1961

LENTER & TTME9 - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

F.TMIT

1=1•1•=millnit•

ELECT A MAN WITH PROVEN QUALIFICATIONS
VOTE FOR

1101.11111 ELLIS
MAYOR
Continue This Aggressive And Progressive Administration
Here are the major accomplishments achieved through his cooperative leadership during the
past three and one-half years which called for vision, leadership, cooperation and endeavor
43,

1. New Police Car added and one new hill time policeman.

9. A MuiirCiiiial Housing Project which will provide 62
new housing units. All this paid with Federal Funds.

2. New Fire Truck added and one new full time fireman.

10. Developed a strong Natural Gas System with expansions in new areas.

3. Widening of Streets for improved traffic conditions.

11. The inauguration of a budget system for the city,
and living within this budget.

4. Two annexations to the city.

12. Council approval of industrial bonds for buildings
for suitable new industry if needed. •

5. Water and Sewerage expansions with a new major
project to soon get underway.
6. A Planning Commission which has and will continue to aid in orderly growth of our city.
7. New City-County Hospital (Joint Project).
8. Widening of court-square streets (Joint Project of
city, county, state).

13. Extensive effort to keep public informed of council
action.
14. Municipal Parking Lot with city cost only to the extent of parking meters which city now owns.
15. New City-County Airport (Joint Project).
16. Expansion of City Cemetery.

Also a Constant Effort to improv e existing streets and new streets
through a cooperati ve paving program.

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT RECORD --Let's Keep Holmes Ellis As Our Mayor
lie has the Time — the Experience — the Background — the Contacts
Vigor the Desire the Entilusiasm and the Vision

the

VOTE FOR HOLMES ELLIS FOR MAYOR
(Paid political advertisement by friends of Holmes Ellis who want Continued Progressive Leadership)

1

